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anniversary; indoor range a big success
Brevard
Job
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resource connecting
firms and job seekers
By Ken Datzman

When entrepreneur Ed André opened his upstart multimillion–dollar venture FrogBones Family Shooting Center in 2015,
he was pioneering a new business in the region, considering the
scope and size of the project.
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Habitat for Humanity of Brevard establishes a nonprofit
endowment fund at Community Foundation for Brevard
PALM BAY — In partnership with the
Community Foundation for Brevard,
Habitat for Humanity of Brevard made a
$25,700 gift to establish the Habitat for
Humanity of Brevard Endowment Fund
with a commitment to increase the fund
to $50,000 within three years.
This nonprofit endowment fund
supports perpetual funding for housing
issues affecting low–income families and
individuals in Brevard County.
Through community partnerships
Habitat for Humanity of Brevard
empowers low–income families and
individuals to achieve their full community potential and realize their dream of
home ownership. This is made possible
through the revitalization of neglected
neighborhoods and development of
planned communities with essential
family support systems.
Agency endowment funds at the
Community Foundation generate a
predictable stream of income for a
nonprofit organization, leaving a majority
of the assets to grow in perpetuity. They
offer the flexibility to meet the nonprofit’s
immediate needs, while ensuring assets
are always preserved for the group’s long–
term mission. The Community Foundation protects the fund’s assets from being
spent for any other purpose.
“The Community Foundation specializes in building endowments to benefit
communities and partnership with
nonprofit organizations like ours gives
donors confidence that a gift will be well
managed financially, with consistent
concern for growth of principal and
generation of income,” said Carey
Gleason, vice president of development at
Habitat for Humanity for Brevard.
“This partnership will allow Habitat to
do what they do best and focus on their
important mission while ensuring they
have the financial means to do so forever,”
added Theresa Grimison, president and
CEO of the Community Foundation for
Brevard.”
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The Habitat for Humanity Endowment Fund welcomes gifts of all kinds,
including cash, bequests, stock, real
estate, life insurance and retirement
assets.
One of the easiest ways to help
involves simply naming Habitat for
Humanity of Brevard Endowment Fund
as a beneficiary in your will and living
trust. A bequest may be for a particular
dollar amount or percentage of your
estate.
Gifts can be made at cfbrevard.org/
your–giving/donate or by calling (321)
752–5505.
l About Habitat for Humanity of
Brevard
Celebrating more than 35 years of
building houses, building hope in Brevard
County, Habitat for Humanity of Brevard
is a nonprofit, non–denominational
Christian housing ministry that has
successfully constructed, recycled, and
remodeled more than 450 homes.
Dedicated to eradicating substandard
housing by building simple, decent,
affordable homes in partnership with
low– and very low–income families in
need, Habitat for Humanity is a catalyst
for individual and community transformation. Learn more at brevardhabitat.com.
l About the Community Foundation
for Brevard
Since 1981 the Community Foundation for Brevard has embraced and
enhanced the work of charitable people
who make a permanent commitment to
the good of the community through
philanthropic funds or a planned gift. The
Community Foundation and its funds
welcome gifts of all kinds, including cash,
bequests, stock, real estate, life insurance
and retirement assets, just to name a few.
To date, the Community Foundation’s
funds have awarded more than $20
million in grants to qualified nonprofit
organizations. For more information or to
learn more about creating your own fund,
call (321) 752–5505 or visit cfbrevard.org.

Supervisor of Elections announces scholarship opportunity
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VIERA — Applications for the 2020
Florida Supervisor of Elections (FSE)
Scholarship are being accepted at all four
administrative election office locations:
Titusville, Viera, Melbourne and Palm
Bay.
“Each year, the qualified Brevard
college students who apply for this
scholarship amaze me with their success
stories and their commitment to achieving
an education and pursuit of their dreams,”
said Brevard Supervisor of Elections Lori
Scott.
To be eligible for the FSE Scholarship,
applicants must meet the eligibility
requirements — and continue to meet
them while maintaining a “C” average or

Call Adrienne Roth at 321-951-7777 for Advertising Information

above. Applicants must also attend a
Florida university or college accredited by
the Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools.
Interested students should visit
www.VoteBrevard.com to obtain a copy of
the FSE Scholarship application and
complete guidelines. Completed applications may be returned by mail to P.O. Box
410819, Melbourne, Fla., 32941, or
delivered in person to any administrative
election office before 5 p.m. on Friday,
Feb. 28, 2020.
For more details on this scholarship,
contact Kimberly Boelzner, communications director, at (321) 633–2124 or at
kboelzner@VoteBrevard.com.
DECEMBER 23, 2019
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Yes, I waited six hours in line in Orlando to experience a new theme–park ride
By Emma Gisclair
UCF Forum columnist
University of Central Florida
You may have seen it on the news this past summer–
eight–hour–long lines to experience Orlando’s newest
theme–park ride. I was one of those people, waiting six
hours on the second day the ride was open.
Maybe that’s an absurd thing to do — six hours for a
ride that lasts maybe four minutes — but I can honestly
say it was worth it. Not because the ride itself is worth a
six–hour wait, but because the experience is something I’ll
always remember.
I arrived 10 minutes after Universal Orlando’s Islands
of Adventure opened and the line was already wrapped
around half the park. I’d been in the line for 15 minutes
when employees informed us that the ride we were
waiting for — Hagrid’s Magical Creatures Motorbike
Adventure — wouldn’t open for another two and a half
hours. Some families left to enjoy the rest of the park, the
line became (a little bit) shorter, and we waited.
It was my day off; I had no other plans. I could have
stayed home and binged something on Netflix, but instead
I was outdoors and on my feet. I was armed with sunscreen, water and an e–book on my phone. I had one goal
for the day, and I was prepared to see it through.
The first couple of hours passed by uneventfully, the
line moving forward occasionally as people gave up.
Employees passed out bottles of water as the sun moved
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overhead. News helicopters whirred above us. Families
took turns using the bathroom; people scrolled through
social media or played games on their phones.
But around hour three, things started to change. The
ride opened and the line started moving at a steadier pace.
Excitement charged the air. And people began to talk to
each other. I quickly got to know the families on either side
of me — in front, two teenage girls, cousins from different
states whose families were on vacation together, and
behind, a mom and her adult children from England. We
talked about their time in Orlando and my upcoming trip
to London, shared our love for Harry Potter and our
expectations for the new ride.
We held each other’s spots in line when someone
needed a food or bathroom break, commiserated when a
sudden downpour left us drenched, and kept track of the
hours we’d been in line. Snacks and handheld fans were
passed around the group. A game of “Heads Up!” kept us
occupied when the line came to a half–hour standstill due
to a ride malfunction. And when we finally made it to the
front of the line, we got to share our excitement as well.

Afterwards, no one in our group expressed regret at
spending most of their day waiting for one ride. We loved
the ride, which of course contributed to our satisfaction,
but more importantly, I think we all felt like we’d been a
part of something.
We were those ridiculous people you read about on
Facebook. We’d sacrificed most of our day, survived the
sun and rain, and made it to the reward at the end. I think
the anticipation, the camaraderie and shared enthusiasm,
made the ride even better.
Then we went our separate ways. We didn’t share
Instagram handles or friend each other on Facebook; I
don’t remember any of their names. Our paths will
probably never cross again, but we shared this experience,
these memories.
And that was absolutely worth the six–hour wait.
Emma Gisclair is a library technical assistant at the
UCF Library’s Curriculum Materials Center. She can
be reached at Emma.Gisclair@ucf.edu.

Army veteran’s death and Sheriff Wayne Ivey’s Brevard County jail

The death of Gregory Edwards, a U.S. Army combat
veteran with PTSD, and the Brevard County jail have
many upset and looking for answers. After reading the full
article in the “Florida Today” newspaper, I was crying.
As a retired veteran with PTSD and a man who was
tortured and spent time in federal prison, I couldn’t stop
thinking about how this could have been me. What stands
out the most and should concern everyone is, why doesn’t
the Brevard County Sheriff Wayne Ivey release the video
they have of the altercation in the booking area? The
Sheriff contends that everything was justified. If it is
justified as the Sheriff says, why not just release the video
and let people see what happened.
Trust in government, trust in law enforcement, trust in
our institutions is what is at stake. Give the public the
opportunity to make up their own minds and gain trust
along the way. I cannot think of a reason that is more
powerful than the public trust to NOT release the video.
This was a perfect opportunity for the Sheriff to break
down the “Us against Them” mentality some communities
have with law enforcement. The Sheriff was given the
opportunity to show the public that his department is
transparent; why the Sheriff did the reverse is confusing to
many. This incident smacks of a coverup when there
might not be one.
The video wouldn’t explain why the jail staff didn’t
follow their own policies, but at least the public would get
an idea of why it took seven officers, pepper spray, six
taser shots, and multiple blows to get one inmate under
control.
Let the public see why a decorated army veteran lost
his life for having a PTSD episode and was obviously NOT
of sound mind. The public would still feel bad for Edwards,
but they would also see and understand the difficulties the
deputies had.
Edwards’ wife deserves no less. By not releasing the
video, it’s a major red flag. Reports say that when Edwards
got to the infirmary blood was coming out of his nose and
feces were in the restraint chair.
I had flashbacks of when I watched an inmate die and
saw the same thing. Feces were on the floor after he was

picked up and put on a stretcher.
The article keeps coming back to policy. Why have a
policy if you aren’t going to follow it? That is exactly what a
policy is for, to give personnel direction when things go the
way the policy was written for. For example, using Pepper
Spray, a Taser or Stun–Gun. The policy says you are to
receive immediate medical care because a person could
die. If only the Sheriff’s deputies followed policy, this
veteran might be alive.
This incident is why an outside agency should investigate any in–custody, or officer–involved death in any city,
county or state. I think an outside agency would have
waited for the full autopsy to include the toxicology report,
they would have released the video and explained what
policies were violated.
An independent report would give more credibility to
the investigation and satisfy people who don’t trust the
Sheriff’s department. The family deserves that as well.
What really happened in the booking area? That is
what everyone wants to know. I listened to Sheriff Ivey on
the Bill Mick show, if what he says is true, release the
video.
The Sheriff said that the policy violations didn’t cause
Edwards death. That might be true, but what we will
never know is, if the policies WERE followed, would
Edwards be alive today.
I was in the “hole,” abused in prison and have PTSD, I
know the feelings Edwards had. Instead of the Sheriff
justifying the death of a veteran with a mental illness, how
about recognizing that the jail isn’t a mental facility and
the outcome, in this case, could have been different.
We don’t know the whole story, or if anyone did
anything wrong, but we do know that jails aren’t mental
facilities and this man was Baker Acted, which tells us the
responding officer thought this man had a mental illness.
When I go to the VA in Viera, everyone is talking about
the death of Edwards and the Brevard County jail. “In God
We Trust” is on vehicles at the Brevard County Sheriff’s
department. Hebrews 13:3 says, “Continue to remember
those in prison as if you were together with them in prison,
and those who are mistreated as if you yourselves were
suffering.”
The Sheriff’s department announced a veteran program
at the jail a week after Edwards’ death. A little late for this
family, but just maybe the Sheriff realizes they could have
done things differently and saved a veteran from dying.
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Timothy Michaud
‘Based upon my investigation as a
criminal investigator with the
Craven County Sheriff's Department there is probable cause to
arrest Timothy Michaud for sexual
assault on R(xxxx) Michaud.’
John Whitfield
May 7, 2010

16 black spots

Brevard County Sheriff's Office photo

‘I need to report suspected abuse.’
Dana Delaney Loyd
aka Theresa Smith
to Florida Abuse Hotline
at 11:12 a.m., April 29, 2015

Brevard County Sheriff's Office photo
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‘Loyalty is everything to me!!!’
Sheriff Robert Wayne Ivey
to Dana Delaney Loyd
at 5:19 p.m., April 29, 2015
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Executives: Here’s how to land your dream job during the holidays; this is an opportune time of the year
online at BrevardBusinessNews.com

By Lisa Rangel
media@chameleonresumes.com
You may have heard over and over again that no one
ever hires during the holiday season. And there’s all kinds
of reasons why. Some feel that everyone is too busy so no
use even trying. Others feel that no one is in the office
during these times so why bother. And, of course, there’s
the “Companies are dealing with end of year taxes or
marketing and business plans for the upcoming year, so
the last thing they are doing is hiring!” The excuses run
rampant now.
But what if the opposite was true? What if the holiday
season brought forth great opportunities for executives to
land great jobs? That’s right. You can and should continue
your job search during the holidays and here’s why.
Between business–critical positions needing to be filled
and the urgency of using up the company budget before
the end of the fiscal year, there are plenty of reasons
companies are hiring new staff at this festive time. The
key is to know how to use it to your advantage.
So let’s break down some great ideas to land your
dream job during the holidays:
l Networking. Be sure to attend and work the room at
holiday events. The holiday season means you are more
than likely to attend more events. And while advancing
your career may not be the main point of these, they do
present the perfect opportunity to get a little networking
in. Plus, holiday parties typically aren’t forced social
situations, which is what can make more professional
networking events so uncomfortable. But to be successful
networking you need to keep these ideas in mind:
Focus on who you can help more than what you can get

out of the event. When you come from a place of service, it
is more authentic. There is nothing more irritating than
someone at an event who immediately starts pitching
themselves upon meeting someone. Go with the intention
of being helpful to someone else and be the person that is
long remembered for the enjoyment they brought.
Take advantage of holiday small talk and let the career
conversation come up naturally as it inevitably does at
social events anyway. The holidays present us with a ton
of conversation starters that we can’t call upon the rest of
the year. Eventually the conversation will lead to
everyone’s favorite small talk question, “So, what do you
do?” This is when you can bring up career goals or the fact
that you are looking for a job. The point is to use this time
of year to let a conversation about your career come up
and not be forced.
l Set up your own events. Don’t be afraid to set up
meetings or fun events. Why not orchestrate your own
event? It doesn’t need to be anything huge, but more a
gathering of a few. Perhaps college buddies or others you
meet regularly throughout the course of your day. If an
association you belong to isn’t having one, perhaps
suggest an informal lunch or something similar. You
never know, this could turn into a regular event and start
something that even during the year could lead to more.
Again, don’t go into this looking for a job, but more be
open to hear what opportunities abound. Additionally,
consider whether there are ways you can volunteer and
meet new people in that process.
l Consider working with third–party recruiters. Third
party recruiters can be your best ally during the holidays.
This is primarily because they need to fill up remaining
positions for their clients by Dec. 31 to get their commissions. That means they have a little extra motivation to
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get you in the door and get you hired as soon as possible.
Most state that the problem they run into isn’t that there
aren’t any job openings — it’s that the applicant pool
dwindles during the holidays. But research suggests that
it’s business as usual during the holiday season. Therefore, by reaching out to third party recruiters, and letting
them know you are available, you not only make their
lives easier, you also have less competition to deal with as
a candidate. It’s a win–win.
l Don’t be afraid to schedule an interview the last
week of December. So many do this and totally avoid that
week. But as we have said, there is less competition the
last week in December as most just wait until the New
Year. So by not waiting, the job pool will be less. Plus, the
holidays bring the unique opportunity for more casual
talk that can shine a light on your personality and also
provide some inside information you might not get from
the interviewer throughout the year. Questions such as
“Did your family have a great holiday,” can be a great
icebreaker and provide an opportunity for you to gain
insight into their family life. So indeed, treat that week as
a prime opportunity to land a job.
l Think global. Keep in mind that every culture may
not celebrate a holiday during November or December. So
if international assignments are what you are seeking,
stepping up the search during this time can improve the
odds of landing a global role.
l Create a new company target list. Another idea with
your downtime this season is to do more research and find
companies you’d like to work at. You can utilize LinkedIn
and other sources with the goal being a detailed list of
companies you’d like to work at as well as who to reach at
these companies. Then be sure to also work out an action
plan to reach out to them.
l Update your photos. Although the holidays tend to be
busier getting professional photos done, the flip side is
there are great specials and you can save money on new
headshots, etc. Take advantage of these opportunities and
once you have these new photos, update all your social
media accounts, your website, newsletter, and other
places that you have your photo. That allows you to go
into the new year with an updated image that just might
portray the professional confidence someone is looking for.
Bottom line is, if you need a break or if you have family
obligations that are preventing you from conducting your
job search, then postpone the search until January. There
will certainly be positions to apply for during the New
Year. However, if you are still pumped up to do a search,
then keep going. Do not stop simply because you ‘heard’ it
is slow. Capitalize on what the season offers job seekers.
Make the most of the lower volumes of candidates
applying and the increased amount of social opportunities
the season provides.
And remember, a professional resume writing and job
landing service can be the perfect way to shine a light on
why you are the perfect candidate. Look for one to help
you get the job you want.
Lisa Rangel, founder and managing director of
https://chameleonresumes.com/ (a Forbes Top
100 Career Website), is a Certified Professional Resume Writer, Job Landing Consultant
and 13–year recruiter. She is also a paid
moderator for LinkedIn’s Premium Career
Group, which has 1,300,000–plus members.
She has been featured in “Fortune” magazine,
“Fast Company,” “Business Insider,” “Forbes,”
and other publications. Rangel has authored
16 career resources, including her recent “Get
Hired During the Holidays Booklet.”
DECEMBER 23, 2019
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Saalex Corp., with office in Rockledge, celebrates its 20th anniversary; is now an employee–owned company
online at BrevardBusinessNews.com

By Neal Stein
nealjstein@techprsolutions.com
Technology PR Solutions

Mack founded Saalex Corp. in Oxnard, Calif. He chose
the company moniker by combining the first names of his
two children, Sage and Alexcia. Mack, a U.S. Navy
veteran, launched Saalex as an information technology
consulting firm focused on software support for commercial
businesses, and later focused on pursuing defense contracts.
In 2001, a single assignment with Northrop Grumman
catapulted Saalex to a company of 55 employees within
four years. Saalex was awarded its first significant
Department of Defense contract to support Air Force
electronic warfare program systems in 2004. Saalex
established itself as an engineering and technical assistance company specializing in systems engineering, range
operations and management, test and evaluation, and
logistics for aerospace and combat weapons systems.
Over the next several years, Saalex developed an
excellent reputation, primarily with U.S. Navy customers,
and the contract awards grew larger and longer. In 2005,
Saalex won a coveted Award for Excellence from the U.S.
Small Business Administration, a feat that the company
would repeat multiple times.

Easy Holiday
Shopping at
WESCHE’s

ROCKLEDGE — Saalex Corp., an engineering and
information technology services company, is celebrating
20 years in business. Travis Mack, president and CEO,
founded Saalex Solutions in 1999.
Over the past three years, Saalex Corp. has achieved a
stunning revenue growth rate of 85 percent, and increased
the number of its employees by more than 100 percent, to
nearly 650 people.
“This is a year of celebration and appreciation for our
valuable employees and customers,” said Mack. “I am
filled with much pride to have spent the past 20 years with
such an invaluable workforce. Saalex employees are the
heartbeat of our business. I strongly believe that every
single person in this organization is important to its
success. Saalex has much to conquer in the years ahead.
However, it is important we look back and celebrate our
successes.”
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• Complimentary
Gift-Wrapping
• All Price Points

are Trade Marks used under license from De Beers Group.

Wesche’s has unique
gifts, perfect for
Stocking Stuffers
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In late 2010, Saalex bid on the Land and Sea Range
Support Services contract, which was awarded in 2011.
Due in part to that win, Saalex’s annual revenues multiplied from $5 million in 2010 to $30 million in 2012.
As Saalex continued to grow, so did its list of certifications and accolades. In 2014, “Inc. 500/5000” recognized
Saalex as one of the fastest–growing private companies. It
was No. 816 on the list. In 2015, not only did Saalex cross
an ocean to win the Pacific Missile Range Facility contract
in Kekaha, Hawaii, but it also traversed the country to
open a new regional office in Rockledge.
By the end of 2016, Saalex increased its presence on the
Space Coast with a subcontractor award to support
NASA’s Launch Services Program over a nine–and–a–
half–year period. In 2017, Saalex won NSWC Corona
Division contract awards three times, followed by the Joint
Range Technical Services contract as a major sub–
contractor to the U.S. Air Force.
The year 2018 was a huge year for Saalex in terms of
winning new contracts with NAVSEA SeaPort–NxG, the
U.S. Navy SeaPort Ordnance Logistics Support Services at
Seal Beach, Calif., the U.S. Air Force Test Center Joint
Technical Services II contract at China Lake and Point
Mugu, and the Early Learning Coalition of Alachua
County.
After celebrating 20 years in business in 2019, the
company won further recognition by making the “Fortune
Inc. 5000” list of the fastest–growing private companies in
America for the second time. Saalex was also presented
with the Central Coast Best Places to Work award.
The good news continued for all Saalex staff, with
Saalex Corp. becoming an employee–owned business
through an Employee Stock Ownership Plan, as of July
2019.
Saalex’s management philosophy is that behind every
successful person or company is a team. The success and
growth of Saalex was created by building a cohesive, goal–
oriented team with sound business practices.
Over the last 20 years, Saalex has grown from a small
to large business designation with nearly 650 employees
by continuing to focus on strategic initiatives that serve
commercial and defense industries while developing new
government and municipal markets. Learn more at
www.Saalex.com.
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EFSC Foundation announces gift from
the Community Foundation for Brevard
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The Eastern Florida State College Foundation has
received a $4,500 grant from an anonymous donor through
the Community Foundation for Brevard.
The funds will provide scholarships for EFSC students
who are military veterans and assist with the development
of a new Mechatronics Lab on the Cocoa campus.
Mechatronics is a field that marries mechanical,
electrical and computing systems to support advanced
manufacturing. It is critical to the manufacture, maintenance and repair of high–tech products.
The lab will play an important role in the college’s
Aerospace Technology and Engineering Technology
programs that are training students for careers at NASA’s
Kennedy Space Center and in other high–tech fields.
“EFSC is a multifaceted jewel of our community,” said
Theresa Grimison, Community Foundation of Brevard
president and CEO. “It is our honor to provide this support
for two important programs through an anonymous fund
holder of the Community Foundation for Brevard.”
Jennie Kriete, director of the EFSC Foundation,
thanked the Foundation for its “continued support of the
college and its students.”
DECEMBER 23, 2019
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SERVPRO First Responder Bowl to kick off Dec. 30 in Texas; game honors the everyday heroes in hometowns
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By Kim Brooks
kbrooks@servpronet.com
SERVPRO Industries, LLC
SERVPRO Industries will be presenting the SERVPRO
Responder Bowl at 12:30 p.m. on Dec. 30 at the Gerald J.
Ford Stadium on the campus of Southern Methodist
University in University Park, Texas.
This is the second annual SERVPRO First Responder
Bowl, and it honors the sacrifice and service of those who
stand as the first line of defense in local communities —
the brave men and women who respond when the unexpected or the unthinkable happens, says Rick Isaacson,
CEO of SERVPRO Industries LLC.
This year’s game, to be televised by ESPN, will feature
the Western Michigan University Broncos and the
Western Kentucky University Hilltoppers.
This year, SERVPRO asked their franchisees nationwide to submit the name of a local first responder to be
considered for special recognition at this year’s game.
SERVPRO has selected one first responder from this

group of nominees to be honored with an award during a
presentation on the field that day.
In addition to the award presentation, SERVPRO will
provide the selected first responder with complimentary
airfare, accommodations, and tickets for the game.
Even if you can’t attend the game, you can still participate. West Melbourne–area residents who wish to honor
the dedication of these hometown heroes across the
country may purchase a “Sponsor a Responder” ticket for
$15 at www.firstresponderbowl.com/first–responders–1 to
help send a first responder to the game for free.
According to Isaacson, SERVPRO’s goal is to distribute
more than 10,000 complimentary First Responder Bowl
tickets to first responders and their families nationwide.
Everyone who chooses to “Sponsor a Responder” will be
recognized on the stadium’s video board during the game.
First responders, including police officers, firefighters,
EMS workers, correctional officers, search and rescue
teams, dispatchers, security guards, federal agents, border
patrol agents and military personnel, may register to
receive complimentary tickets at https://
reservations.aresttravel.com/attraction/single/7045/1425.
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Over the years Berman Hopkins has stayed true to our core values; We build

relationships with each client in order to understand their business and provide
them with dependable solutions. Berman Hopkins’ predecessors developed
the solid foundation that has made us into the company we are today. We are
currently one of the largest independently owned CPA firms in all of Central
Florida with three offices – Melbourne, Orlando and Titusville – to accommodate
our clients throughout the region. Our partners and staff are highly qualified with
education and experience to support our clients with outstanding accounting and
financial services.

Accounting
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Assurance
Services

Business
Valuations

Audits

Forensic
Accounting

Reviews
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“Every day, across the nation, ordinary people make an
extraordinary commitment to their friends and neighbors
to put themselves in harm’s way when the unexpected
happens,” said Isaacson. “The SERVPRO First Responder
Bowl is one way we celebrate these dedicated first responders and their families as the hometown heroes they are.”
The company specializes in disaster restoration,
cleanup, and repair services, helping to remediate damage,
making it “like it never even happened,” for both commercial and residential customers.
For more information on SERVPRO, contact one of the
local businessowners below.
l For SERVPRO of South Brevard, contact John
Robertson at (321) 777–5131 or servpro9790@cfl.rr.com.
l For SERVPRO of West Brevard, contact John
Robertson at (321) 953–8600 or servpro9790@cfl.rr.com.
l About SERVPRO
Founded in 1967, the SERVPRO franchise system is a
leader and provider of fire and water cleanup and restoration services and mold mitigation and remediation.
SERVPRO’s professional services network has more than
1,700 individually owned and operated franchises.
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Services
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321-757-2020
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Florida Tech finds megadroughts fueled cloud forest activity; recovery from ecosystem damage is possible
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By Adam Lowenstein
adam@fit.edu
Florida Tech News Bureau
Florida Institute of Technology
New research led by scientists from Florida Institute of
Technology found that the strong and long–lasting
droughts known as megadroughts parched the usually
moist Peruvian cloud forests, spurring farmers to colonize
new cropland.
The study, “2,100 years of human adaptation to climate
change in the High Andes,” reveals that Andean climate
changes — especially droughts — over the last 2,100 years
were an important determinant of how land was used by
native Andean societies. It was published online in Nature
Ecology & Evolution from scientists at Florida Tech,
University of Miami and Columbus State University.
The setting of the study is the Laguna de los Cóndores,
or Lake of the Condors, in Peru.
This is an especially important area to archaeologists as
the cliffs above the lake were a tomb–site for over 200

Incan and pre–Incan mummies.
One of the key findings of the study was that the peak
of deforestation was about 800 A.D. and that the last
deforestation to produce maize agriculture was about 1100
A.D. The farming ended by about 1200 A.D. and the forests
reclaimed the valley around the lake. This timing coincided with two things: a wetter regional climate and the
beginning of the cliff burials.
“As the landscape changed from a patchwork of maize
fields and disturbed forests back to cloud forest, we saw an
end to burning and an almost immediate improvement in
the lake’s water quality,” said Mark Bush, professor of
biology at Florida Tech and the team leader. “This recovery
offers us the hope that some of the bad ecosystem impacts
from deforestation and grazing in the Andes are reversible.”
But the study also shows that the projected increased
droughts resulting from modern climate change in the
Andes are likely to cause farmers to deforest and exploit
cloud forest regions.
A grant to Bush from the National Geographic Society
funded the fieldwork, and follow–up laboratory funding
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was provided by grants from the National Science Foundation and NASA.
The analysis of sediments recovered from the bottom of
the lake provided multiple lines of evidence that included
fossil pollen, charcoal and algae, and sediment chemistry.
Data from these sources allowed the team to reconstruct
an almost year–by–year history of the land use around the
lake spanning the last 2,100 years. Multiple cycles of
farming activity followed by abandonment aligned to
changing climates were recorded, as were five
megadroughts.
Each drought lasted for as much as a decade, and each
time farmers exploited the valley. Between these dry
periods, under the more normal, wetter conditions, the
valley was largely abandoned, and forests regrew.
“We were surprised to see how responsive these
populations were to climate change,” said Christine
Åkesson, who conducted the study as a Ph.D. student at
Florida Tech and is the lead author of the paper. “We
expected to see a steady rise in land use peaking with the
interment of mummies in the cliffs and the collapse of
Incan society when the Spanish conquered this part of
Peru in the 1570s, but that isn’t what happened.”
The abstract is available at https://www.nature.com/
articles/s41559–019–1056–2. For the full paper, contact
Adam Lowenstein at adam@fit.edu.
l About Florida Institute of Technology
Florida Tech was founded in 1958 at the dawn of the
Space Race that would soon define the Atlantic coast of
Florida and captivate the nation. Now the premier private
technological university in the Southeast, Florida Tech is a
Tier 1 Best National University in U.S. News & World
Report and one of just nine schools in Florida lauded by
the Fiske Guide to Colleges. Florida Tech is ranked among
the top 5 percent of 18,000 degree–granting institutions
worldwide in the 2018–19 World University Rankings and
has been named a Top College and Best Value University
for 2019 by Forbes. Florida Tech offers bachelor’s, master’s
and doctoral degrees in aeronautics and aviation, engineering, computing and cybersecurity, business, science and
mathematics, psychology, education and communication.
Learn more about our relentless pursuit of greatness at
www.fit.edu.

Brevard Zoo to award annual grant to
Florida Wildlife Hospital & Sanctuary
The Brevard Zoo has announced that long–term
conservation partner Florida Wildlife Hospital & Sanctuary will be the recipient of a $5,000 grant to be awarded
every year in perpetuity. These monies are sourced from
Brevard Zoo’s admission and membership sales.
The two not–for–profit organizations have worked
closely together for many years. Brevard Zoo veterinarians
regularly visit the Florida Wildlife Hospital to examine
patients and lead procedures.
In addition to these in–kind contributions, the Brevard
Zoo has gifted more than $35,000 to the Florida Wildlife
Hospital since 2006.
The Florida Wildlife Hospital takes in more than 5,000
animals per year, including otters, bobcats, deer, owls,
herons, songbirds, turtles and tortoises. It is the only entity
of its kind in Brevard County.
“By rehabilitating and releasing native wildlife, the
services the Hospital provides enable our local ecosystem
to thrive,” said Jody Palmer, director of conservation
programs at the Brevard Zoo. “This grant is a symbol of
our appreciation for everything they do.”
The Brevard Zoo is home to more than 900 animals
representing 195 species from all over the world. Its
website is www.brevardzoo.org.
DECEMBER 23, 2019
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Parrish Healthcare offers the region’s first medical practice focusing on men’s reproductive health
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By Natalie Sellers
communityservices@parrishmed.com
Parrish Healthcare
TITUSVILLE — Parrish Medical Group (PMG) has
established the region’s only medical practice focusing
on men’s reproductive health.
Prostate health, male fertility, vasectomy reversal,
erectile dysfunction, and incontinence are treated at
PMG by Dr. Mark Licht, a board–certified and fellowship–trained urologist.
Dr. Licht says that men’s urology issues are very
common, but most men avoid talking about them, and
worse, hesitate or fail to seek treatment.
“I want every man to know that most male urology
problems are almost always treatable,” said Dr. Licht.
“The reason I focus on this area of medicine is seeing
men who thought there was no hope, or no chance for
improvement or recovery feel as if they have been given
a new life.”
Patients are traveling from Miami, Jacksonville, and

other Florida communities to seek treatment from Dr.
Licht. One patient, from Boca Raton, says Dr. Licht is a
life–changer.
“Dr. Licht enabled me to get my confidence back as a
man,” the patient said. “I traveled to see Dr. Licht from
Boca and I am so glad I did.”
Dr. Licht received his medical education and
specialty training at Columbia University, Cleveland
Clinic Foundation, and Mayo Clinic, regularly ranked
at or near the top among America’s health–care
providers by “U.S. News & World Best Hospitals” list
and other ratings organizations. Parrish Medical
Center is a member of the Mayo Clinic Care Network.
“These important clinical services for men, provided
by a physician who is an acknowledged medical
authority in these areas, comes out of our continuing
assessment of community needs,” says George
Mikitarian, Parrish Healthcare president and CEO.
“It’s another component of Parrish Healthcare’s
integrated care program that provides healing experiences for everyone all the time.”
An estimated 30 million men in the U.S. suffer from
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prostate conditions that if left untreated can become
major health issues. In the U.S., one in five men is
diagnosed with prostate cancer. It is the second leading
cause of cancer deaths for men. Roughly 50 percent of
men experience erectile dysfunction at some point in
their lives, and another 10% deal with bladder control
issues. About 9 percent of men in the U. S. struggle
with infertility.
Dr. Licht is recognized as an expert on men’s urology
and microsurgery and is invited to speak regularly at
conferences nationally and internationally.
Among the professional acknowledgements Dr. Licht
has earned are “Most Recommended Physicians in
Florida” in 2011, “Best Doctors in America” by Best
Doctors in 2001–2016, and “Top Doctors in America” by
“U.S. News & World Report” in 2016.
Dr. Licht and PMG are accepting new patients.
Dr. Licht’s office is located at 825 Century Medical
Drive, Suite B, in Titusville.
To schedule an appointment, call (321) 268–6216.
To hear from Dr. Licht in the Daily Two video, visit
www.youtube.com/watch?v=C4ova6shGAQ.
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Nearly 40 years old, The Tulip Restaurant & Lounge a pillar of Cocoa Village —
classic fine dining; hosts private parties; to launch $35 three–course dinner Jan. 1
By Ken Datzman
COCOA — After nearly four decades in The Historic
Cocoa Village, through up–and–down economic cycles and
shifts in consumer food trends, The Tulip Restaurant &
Lounge is still viewed as the granddaddy of classic fine–
dining establishments.
Over the last 38 years, many notables have eaten at
The Tulip Restaurant, including a number of players from
the Houston Astros and the late Walter Cronkite of “CBS
News,” for example.
The Astros had its spring training camp in Cocoa in the
early 1980s before moving to Kissimmee and then
relocating later to West Palm Beach.
Businessowners Daniel Colzani and his daughter
Tanya Colzani have devoted their hospitality careers to
running this one landmark restaurant on Brevard
Avenue, across the street from The Historic Cocoa Village
Playhouse.
They were the first restaurant on the block and
continue to stand tall today.
“When we opened The Tulip Restaurant in 1981, we
were the only restaurant of its kind in this area,” said
Daniel Colzani, a Brazilian. “Today, there are 32 eateries
within three or four blocks of Cocoa Village. We led the
way.”
“It’s great to see Cocoa Village thrive and prosper, not
only the restaurants but also all types of other businesses,”
added Tanya Colzani. “Cocoa Village has come a long way
since 1981. When my father started this restaurant, I was
just a little kid.”
Cocoa Village is one of the Space Coast’s most popular
destinations for those who are looking for a unique
shopping and dining experience in a relaxing atmosphere.
Cocoa Village showcases historic, tree–lined streets.
The nostalgic riverside community was first settled in the
mid–1880s.
Today, it’s a thriving business district with all types of
shops, including antiques and collectibles, artwork and
gifts, fashion and accessories, home décor and hardware,
toys and game, and specialty stores.
“The Village is an exciting place. It attracts a lot people
throughout the year for dining, for shopping, for events
and all types of things,” said Tanya Colzani.
The father–daughter restaurateur team has worked
together for 27 years, creating a level of consistency that
will sustain the establishment for years into the future.
“This is our passion,” he said. “We love our customers.
We love the community. We love our employees.”
Florida’s $111.7 billion hospitality industry represents
1.4 million employees, according to the Florida Restaurant
& Lodging Association.
Restaurant industry sales nationwide are expected to
reach $1.2 trillion by 2030. The industry workforce is
likely to exceed 17 million people by 2030.
And total U.S. employment is projected to increase by
8.5 percent between 2018 and 2030, according to the
National Restaurant Association.
“There is nothing like being in the restaurant business,
and I have been in it for a long time,” said Daniel Colzani.
The Tulip Restaurant has had staying power in an
industry that is competitively brutal, and changing.
The Colzanis and their venture have survived a
number of hurricanes over the last 38 years, rampant
inflation, and the Great Recession, among other challenges.
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Daniel Colzani and his daughter Tanya Colzani are co–owners of The Tulip Restaurant & Lounge on Brevard Avenue in Historic Cocoa
Village. Their full–service restaurant has been a favorite dining spot for area residents for the last 38 years. The restaurant hosts all types
of social functions. The Tulip Restaurant opens at 5 p.m. Tuesday through Saturday. It has extensive wine selections and a full liquor
bar. The Tulip Restaurant offers gift certificates.

“We have sustained and withstood a lot of business
cycles over the last four decades,” he said.
The Perry Group International, a hospitality consultant, did a study looking at the lifespan of restaurants in
the United States. The research included data from the
Internal Revenue Service and data from a Michigan State
University study.
The bottom line: The majority of restaurants usually
fail within the first year. Of those restaurants and foodservice businesses that made it beyond a year, 70 percent
failed within the next three to five years. Of those that
made it beyond then, 90 percent remained successful and
stayed in business longer than 10 years.
The Tulip Restaurant has operated at the same
location for almost 40 years under the same ownership.
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The restaurant opens at 5 p.m. on Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
“A lot of people think of our restaurant just for special
occasions, be it an anniversary or a birthday, for example,
but we are an everyday restaurant,” said Tanya Colzani.
“We’re been trying to get that message out in the
community to more people. People can have a great meal
at The Tulip, enjoy themselves, and dine casually. We are
not expensive and we are not formal. The Tulip is a great
place for everyday meals.”
“I don’t even wear a tie anymore,” added Daniel
Colzani. “People do not have to dress up to dine at The
Tulip. We put fresh flowers on the tables and a candle. We
Please see The Tulip Restaurant & Lounge, page 19
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EFSC Foundation to host ‘Backyard BBQ Cook–off & Family Fest’ at Melbourne
campus, seeks ‘meat’ sponsor, other opportunities to target a large audience
By Ken Datzman
In just three short years, Eastern Florida State College
Foundation’s “Blues & Brews Backyard BBQ Cook–off and
Family Fest” has grown to rival any such type event in the
region and beyond, based on the number of people who
flock to the Melbourne campus to enjoy the day’s festivities. And at $10 per ticket for the public, it’s an inexpensive
event for the family to attend.
The first year about 350 people came out for the
amateur Backyard BBQ Cook–off. Word spread and
attendance grew the second year, as some 1,200 people
showed up for this fundraiser.
“And last year we had nearly 2,000 people at the event.
It was fantastic. There is also a car show. These events are
a lot of fun for the entire family,” said Jennifer Kriete,
director of the Eastern Florida State College Foundation, a
not–for–profit entity that provides financial support for
student scholarships and educational programs for the
school.
In 2018, the Eastern Florida State College Foundation
awarded 723 scholarships totaling $723,000.
Cindy Kane, coordinator of development at the Eastern
Florida State College Foundation, said the “purpose of the
annual barbecue event is to raise money for the Foundation and to raise awareness of Eastern Florida State
College. We bring people onto the Melbourne campus and
show them how we have evolved since becoming a four–
year degree–granting institution.”
The school transitioned from Brevard Community
College to Eastern Florida State College in July 2013.
In May of this year, Eastern Florida State College
reached a milestone. The school awarded its 1,000th
bachelor’s degree during its graduation ceremonies.
Derick Pierre of Palm Bay earned his bachelor’s degree
in computer information systems technology, marking the
milestone. “He’s now helping us on our alumni board,” said
Kane.
Kane is the chairwoman for the fourth annual Backyard BBQ Cook–off and Family Fest. It will be hosted from
11 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Saturday, Feb, 22, at Eastern Florida
State College on North Wickham Road in Melbourne.
“We all work as a team to make the event a success. It
takes a lot of planning and coordinating on the behalf of
many people. Every year this event has grown exponentially, so there are a lot of dynamics,” she said.
The Cook–off Team prizes include $1,000 for the Grand
Champion. There are also cash prizes for first, second, and
third in the Pork and Brisket categories.
The Florida Barbecue Association, a nonprofit, will be
involved in the event. They sanction more than 30
barbecue contests a year in multiple states.
The event’s Grand Champion Signature Sponsor is
Rockledge–based Community Credit Union. Carroll
Distributing Co. and Intracoastal Brewing Co. are
Signature Sponsors.
“We are especially in need of a ‘meat’ sponsor. We don’t
have a creative name yet for that sponsorship, but we need
someone to come in at the $3,000 level and help our
competitors with the cost of pork. It’s expensive to feed
2,000 people. We would be very gracious to have a meat
sponsor. Event sponsors receive various amenities.”
Sponsorships in general run from $200 to $10,000 for
the Backyard BBQ Cook–off & Family Fest.
“The $500 BBQ Friend sponsorship includes signage at
the event and the sponsor can also have someone enter the
DECEMBER 23, 2019
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The fourth annual ‘Blues & Brews Backyard BBQ Cook–off & Family Fest’ is set for Feb. 22 at Eastern Florida State College in Melbourne.
In addition to the barbecue competition is the fourth annual Red, White & Wheels Car Show. Jennifer Kriete, left, is the director of the
EFSC Foundation. Cindy Kane is coordinator of development for the organization. Kriete is holding the coveted ‘Golden Pig’ trophy,
which Corporate teams will compete for at the event. The ticket for the Backyard BBQ Cook–off is $10 per person for the public.

barbecue competition, not the Corporate Challenge but the
regular Backyard barbecue,” said Kane.
To learn more about the different sponsorships and
their amenities, call the Foundation at (321) 433–7055 or
email Foundation@EasternFlorida.edu.
In addition to the barbecue competition, there will be
the fourth annual “Red, White & Wheels Car Show” that
day. The car show is put on by the Collegiate Veterans
Society of Eastern Florida State College. The organization
raises money for veterans’ scholarships, said Kane.
“The two events blend nicely. It’s a good partnership.
People love car shows. Many of the cars to be showcased at

the event are over 25 years old. There will be some
souped–up old–school race cars, too. The car show is free to
the public,” she said.
Eastern Florida State College has more than 1,000
veterans and dependents enrolled at its campuses,
including many men and women who served in the Iraq
and Afghanistan wars.
The GI Bill provides veterans with a range of educational benefits, but some costs remain unpaid. This car
show will help fill the gap through the money raised. Car
owners pay a $20 fee to enter their vehicle in the Red,
White & Wheels Car Show.
Please see Eastern Florida State College Foundation, page 21
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King Center expands schedule with new shows, Including artists Willie Nelson, John Tesh and Art Garfunkel
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The Maxwell C. King Center in Melbourne has just
announced nine new shows for 2020, with performances
covering a range of entertainment.
The new additions are:
l WILLIE NELSON
Wednesday, Feb. 12, 7:30 p.m.
Tickets start at $59.50 (inclusive of fees)
Produced by AEG Presents
With a six–decade career and 200–plus albums, this
iconic Texan is the creative genius behind the historic
recordings of “Crazy,” “Red Headed Stranger,” and
“Stardust.” Nelson has earned every conceivable award as
a musician and amassed reputable credentials as an
author, actor, and activist. He continues to thrive as a
relevant and progressive musical and cultural force.
In recent years, he has delivered more than a dozen
new album releases, released a Top 10 “New York Times’”
bestsellers book, headlined Farm Aid, an event he
cofounded in 1985, received his 5th degree black belt in
Gong Kwon Yu Sul, headlined the annual Luck Reunion
food and music festival at his ranch in Luck, Texas, during
the SXSW Music Festival, launched his cannabis companies Willie’s Reserve, and Willie’s Remedy, and graced the
covers of “Rolling Stone” and AARP “The Magazine.”
In 2015, Nelson published “It’s A Long Story: My Life,”
the unvarnished and complete story of his life that landed
him on the “New York Times’” bestsellers list.
He also released a new studio album with Merle
Haggard titled “Django and Jimmie,” which debuted at
No. 1 on Billboard’s Country album chart and No. 7 on
Billboard’s Top 200 album chart.
In November 2015, the Library of Congress honored
him with their Gershwin Prize for Popular Song for his
contributions to popular music. He is the first country
artist to receive the distinguished award. The following
year began with the release of “Summertime: Willie
Nelson Sings Gershwin,” a collection of 11 newly recorded
Gershwin classics. The album debuted at No. 1 on both the
Top Current Jazz chart and the Top Traditional Jazz
chart, as well as earned him a Grammy Award for the Best
Traditional Pop Vocal Album.
In September 2016, came “For the Good Times: A
Tribute to Ray Price,” an album of newly recorded interpretations of 12 Ray Price songs.
In 2017, he released two albums of newly recorded
performances: “God’s Problem Child,” with 13 new songs
that debuted at No. 1 on Billboard’s Country album chart
and No. 10 on the Billboard 200, and “Willie Nelson and
The Boys” (Willie’s Stash, Vol. 2), that includes 11 country
classics and one new song performed by Nelson and his
sons Lukas and Micah.
In April 2018, he released “Last Man Standing” to
celebrate his 85th birthday. It is comprised entirely of
songs newly penned by Nelson (and longtime collaborator
and producer Buddy Cannon). In September he released
the album “My Way,” a collection of newly recorded
standards and classic originally made famous by Nelson’s
close friend and musical colleague Frank Sinatra. It went
on to win the Grammy Award for Best Traditional Pop
Album.
These new songs and performances add to his classic
catalog, and finds Nelson rolling at a creative peak, writing
and singing and playing with the seasoned wit and wisdom
that comes from the road, which he still travels along
performing for fans.
————————————————————————
l JOHN TESH: SONGS AND STORIES FROM THE
GRAND PIANO
Tuesday, February 25, 7:30 p.m.
Tickets start at $48.50 (inclusive of fees)
Tesh’s concert will feature an “intimate evening” as he
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plays songs from his decorated career while recounting
personal stories from his journeyed life. Tesh has garnered
six music Emmys, two Grammy nominations, three gold
records, seven Public Television specials and eight million
records sold.
After more than three decades as an international
entertainer, Tesh’s recording and live concert career
continue to thrive today. Whether at the solo piano, with a
12–piece “big band” or an 80–piece orchestra, Tesh’s ability
to create a unique journey for concert fans with music and
storytelling has taken him around the world.
His highly successful and varied career path also
includes a string of No. 1 radio hits, a “Keyboard” magazine Performance Award, 12 years as an investigative
journalist for the CBS–TV Network, a 10–year run as
anchor on Entertainment Tonight, broadcast host and
music composer for the Barcelona and Atlanta Olympic
Games, and the unique distinction of composing what
critics have hailed as “The greatest sports theme song in
television history,” the NBC Sports’ NBA Basketball
Theme.
VIP tickets are available for this event. This meet–and–
greet package includes premium seating, early entry into
the theater, a personal photograph with Tesh, VIP access
to the preshow soundcheck, a question–and–answer
session, one collectible autographed tour program,
exclusive merchandise and the official meet–and–greet
laminate.
————————————————————————
l ART GARFUNKEL
Tuesday, March 10, 7:30 p.m.
Tickets start at $59.50 (inclusive of fees)
Blessed with what the “New York Times” described as a
“beautiful countertenor,” singer Art Garfunkel has made
an indelible mark on the music world as both a solo artist
and half of the unrivaled Simon & Garfunkel. Garfunkel
was originally revered for his Grammy–winning, chart–
topping songs and albums with partner and fellow New
York City native, Paul Simon.
Their greatest hits collection, which includes “Mrs.
Robinson,” “Scarborough Fair,” “The Sound of Silence,”
“The Boxer,” and “Bridge Over Troubled Water,” among
others, is one of the biggest–selling albums ever.
Garfunkel has also enjoyed a successful film career,
published a book of poetry and released 12 solo albums,
the most recent being Some Enchanted Evening in 2007.
In late 2017, he released an autobiography, What Is It
All But Luminous: Notes From An Underground Man”
(Alfred A. Knopf).
————————————————————————
l HOTEL CALIFORNIA: A SALUTE TO THE
EAGLES
Thursday, March 26, 8 p.m.
Tickets start at $47 (inclusive of fees)
Produced by Brevard Music Group
For more than two decades, Hotel California has
touched the hearts of fans all over the world, by faithfully
and accurately reproducing the Grammy award–winning
sounds of The Eagles.
Attendees of this concert will see how a spirited blend of
originality and the pursuit of excellence have taken Hotel
California to a level of international recognition normally
reserved only for gold– and platinum–recording artists.
This dynamic, highly acclaimed show will incorporate
their very own “world–renowned vocal harmony, and
authentic instrumentation,” including all specialty
instruments in a stage spectacle that is both modern and
exciting. Each concert presents an “exciting showcase” of
The Eagles megahits, such as “Take it Easy,” “Heartache
Tonight,” and of course, “Hotel California,” as well as
selected titles from the solo works of Don Henley, Glen
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Frey, and Joe Walsh.
The magic and mystique of this timeless music is “as
powerful as it is captivating.”
————————————————————————
l BUDDY GUY & KENNY WAYNE SHEPHERD
Sunday, March 29, 7 p.m.
The title of Buddy Guy’s latest album says it all: “The
Blues is Alive and Well.”
The record is arriving on the heels of a spate of high
visibility for the 82–year–old performer. At the 2016
Grammys, he picked up a trophy for “Best Blues Album”
honoring “Born to Play Guitar,” and that same year he hit
the road for a U.S. tour opening for Jeff Beck.
In addition to bringing the house down for a recent
sold–out performance commemorating the closing of New
York City’s B.B. King’s Blues Club and Grill, he recently
appeared on David Letterman’s Netflix talk show, “My
Next Guest Needs No Introduction.”
Guy is the all–time leader in receiving the most Blues
Music awards. He’s received eight Grammy Awards, a
2015 Lifetime Achievement Grammy Award, the Billboard
Magazine Century Award for distinguished artistic
achievement, a Kennedy Center Honor, and the Presidential National Medal of Arts. “Rolling Stone” magazine
ranked him No. 23 in its “100 Greatest Guitarists of All
Time.”
Shepherd is an artist whose name is synonymous with
one instrument and how it’s played in service to an entire
genre. The Louisiana born axeman and songsmith has sold
millions of albums while throwing singles into the Top 10,
shining a light on the rich blues of the past and forging
ahead with his own modern twist on a classic sound he has
embodied since his teens.
In a 20–year recording career that began when he was
just 16, Shepherd has established himself as an immensely
popular recording artist, a consistently in–demand live act
and an influential force in a worldwide resurgence of
interest in the blues. Shepherd and his band have toured
the world extensively blazing a fresh trail for the historical
American art form in the 21st Century.
————————————————————————
l TAB BENOIT
Tuesday, April 7, 8 p.m.
Tickets start at $44 (inclusive of fees)
Produced by Brevard Music Group
Benoit, a Grammy–nominated singer, songwriter and
guitarist, has built a remarkable 30–plus year career on
the foundation of his gritty and soulful Delta swamp blues.
Along the way, he has acquired a devoted legion of fans, as
well as five Blues Music Awards, including BB King
Entertainer of the Year (twice) and an induction into The
Louisiana Music Hall of Fame.
He has recorded and/or performed with Junior Wells,
George Porter Jr., Dr. John, Willie Nelson, Cotton, Cyril
Neville, Ivan Neville, Anders Osborne, and Alvin
Youngblood Hart to name a few.
Benoit’s accomplishments as a musician are matched
only by his devotion to the environmental health of his
native Louisiana wetlands. Benoit is the founder and
driving force behind Voice of the Wetlands, an organization
working to preserve the coastal waters of his home state.
In 2010, he received the Governor’s Award for Conservationist of the Year from the Louisiana Wildlife Federation. Benoit also starred in the iMax motion picture
Hurricane on the Bayou, a documentary of Hurricane
Katrina’s effects and a call to protect and restore the
wetlands.
Tickets for this concert are also available at
www.BrevardMusicGroup.com.
Please see The Maxwell C. King Center, page 15
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l SHAWN COLVIN
Performing Steady On Acoustic in its Entirety
Wednesday, April 22, 7:30 p.m.
In the Studio Theatre
Tickets are $69 (inclusive of fees)
Produced by Brevard Music Group
Three–time Grammy winner Shawn Colvin’s debut
album, “Steady On,” was released in October 1989, a
“stunning” introduction to an artist who quickly established herself as a mainstay in the singer–songwriter
genre. The album was lauded for its confessional
songwriting and well–crafted melodies, and for Colvin’s
tender and provocative vocals. Colvin received the ultimate
acknowledgement for Steady On when she was awarded
the Grammy award for Best Contemporary Folk Album.
She swiftly amassed a dedicated and passionate fanbase.
To commemorate the 30th anniversary of this landmark album, Colvin has released a newly recorded solo–
acoustic version. Colvin brings a 30–year lens to her
treasured songs, casting new light on the stories she first
told as a young artist. Colvin has long been hailed as an
exemplary solo acoustic performer and these new recordings are a brilliant showcase for her enduring artistry.
“I was 32 years old, and the dream of my life had been
fulfilled,” Colvin says, “not only because I made an album
but mostly because I had written or co–written every song,
an accomplishment that was hard won. I was so proud. My
feeling was then–and still is — that if I never made
another album, Steady On would have been enough.”
Steady On Acoustic strips each song to the core, placing
Colvin’s songwriting masterclass on full display. “I’ve
played these songs countless times, primarily as a solo
acoustic artist,” she says. “All in all, this is the incarnation
that feels most genuine. And so, to commemorate this
milestone I decided to celebrate Steady On by recording it
again, this time using only my voice and my guitar. This
represents who I am as an artist and all I ever wanted to
be, and I believe it does its predecessor proud.”
Over the course of three decades, Colvin has established
herself as a legacy artist by creating a remarkable canon of
work, touring relentlessly both nationally and internationally, and having her songs featured in television and film.
She is a revered storyteller deserving of the special
recognition of both her peers and those who have been
inspired by her songs.
Colvin will perform Steady On Acoustic in its entirety
in what promises to be a very special evening for her
longtime fans.
————————————————————————
l MINDI ABAIR & THE BONESHAKERS
With support from Ally Venable
Sunday, April 26, 7 p.m.
Tickets start at $62 (inclusive of fees)
Produced by Brevard Music Group
Playing smooth jazz and blues, Mindi Abair is one of
the most recognized and sought–after saxophonists/
vocalists. The two–time Grammy nominee has been
electrifying audiences with her dynamic live performances
and utter command of the saxophone since her debut
album in 2000. No one since Junior Walker has brought
saxophone and vocals in one package to the forefront of
modern music, with a raucous tone and dynamic stage
presence.
She has garnered 10 No.1 radio hits, six Top 5 solo
records, and two No.1 spots on the Billboard album charts.
In 2014, Mindi received her first Grammy nomination in
the Best Pop Instrumental Album category, followed by a
2015 Grammy nomination for Best Contemporary
Instrumental Album for her solo LP “Wild Heart” featuring Gregg Allman, Joe Perry, Trombone Shorty, Booker T.
DECEMBER 23, 2019

Jones, Keb’ Mo,’ and Max Weinberg.
Add to that a balanced mix of diverse musical backgrounds, big personalities and the bond of mutual respect
coupled with friendship, and what transpires in the
recording studio is “sonic magic.” It’s that kind of chemistry
that the Los Angeles–based band has righteously captured
and parlayed into their fourth album, “No Good Deed,”
which was released June 28 on Abair’s Pretty Good For A
Girl Records.
The Ally Venable Band has ignited excitement in the
modern blues scene. The lead guitarist and vocalist, Ally
Venable, has established herself as a “Texas Blues Guitar
Slinger.” Each of her band mates are versatile on multiple
instruments and are the backbone of the band’s rockin’
blues sound, and they continue to represent the future of
the blues. Tickets for this concert are also available at
www.BrevardMusicGroup.com.
————————————————————————
l HAPPY TOGETHER TOUR
Wednesday, June 3, 7:30 p.m.
Tickets start at $59.75 (inclusive of fees)
Next year will mark the 11th year of the successful, hit–
filled summer package tour, Happy Together. The touring
sensation that has crisscrossed the nation delighting
audiences for a decade returns next summer with a show
full of chart–topping hits from the 1960s and 1970s —
59 Billboard Top 40 smashes to be precise.
The tour is once again headlined by The Turtles, who
also act as musical hosts for the evening. Supporting The
Turtles will be Chuck Negron (Three Dog Night), The
Association, Mark Lindsay (Paul Revere & The Raiders),
The Vogues, and The Cowsills. New to the tour this year
are Mark Lindsay and The Vogues.
The Turtles are best known for their harmony–heavy
California pop sound. With hits such as “Elenore,” “She’d
Rather Be With Me,” “It Ain’t Me Babe,” “You Showed
Me,” and the title of the tour, “Happy Together,” the band
ruled the airwaves in the late 1960s. Ron Dante joins the
lineup to delight with his own mega–hit, “Sugar Sugar.”
Negron, formerly of Three Dog Night, returns to the
tour bringing with him his outstanding lead vocals on such
global hits as “Joy To The World,” “One,” “Mama Told Me
Not To Come,” “Black & White,” “Shambala,” “An Old
Fashioned Love Song,” Easy To Be Hard,” “Eli’s Coming,”
and more. Three Dog Night scored an impressive 21 Top
40 singles and 12 consecutive gold albums in the late
1960s and early 1970s.
Also returning to the tour is The Association, who
enjoyed massive radio success in the 1960s with such No. 1
hits as “Cherish,” “Windy,” “Never My Love,” and “Along
Comes Mary.” This iconic vocal group was a staple on AM
radio in the 1960s.
Joining Happy Together for 2020 will be Lindsay,
former lead singer of Paul Revere & The Raiders. Lindsay
and his high–kicking stage persona will be performing
Raiders’ hits as well as solo gems such as “Kicks,” “Hungry,” “Good Thing,” “Arizona,” and “Indian Reservation.”
New to the Happy Together touring family for 2020 are
The Vogues. Also known for their harmony–driven pop
sound, The Vogues had numerous Top 10 hits with singles
such as “Five O’Clock World,” “You’re The One,” “My
Special Angel,” and “Turn Around Look At Me.”
Rounding out the bill are The Cowsills, the harmonious
family act (two brothers and a sister) that inspired the
smash hit 1960s television show, “The Partridge Family.”
Their best–known songs include “Hair,” “Indian Lake,” and
“The Rain.”
————————————————————————
Tickets for all these concerts may be purchased by
visiting kingcenter.com or by calling the King Center at
(321) 242–2219.
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By Judy Kent (jkent@nationalcenter.org)
and David W. Almasi (dalmasi@nationalcenter.org)
National Center for Public Policy Research
WASHINGTON — Apple’s legal team argued in a
recent federal filing that the tech giant should not be
obliged even to ask shareholders whether it should protect
its employees, and potential hires, against blacklisting
and other adverse employment actions on the basis of
their political views or moral philosophy.
Apple’s filing is in response to a Free Enterprise
Project (FEP) shareholder proposal that asks the tech
giant to produce a report detailing the potential risks to
the company that arise from allowing discrimination on
the basis of political affiliation or viewpoint.
Apple has not only failed to prohibit the practice on its
own, but has also refused to authorize the report on
potential risks arising from such discrimination, or even
to put the question of whether to authorize such a report
to its shareholders. Instead, Apple petitioned the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) to allow
removal of FEP’s proposal from its proxy statement and to
deny the company’s investors the right even to consider
the resolution.
“Rather than embrace a prime opportunity to rectify
this glaring omission in its non–discrimination policy,
Apple is wasting its shareholders’ resources to fight even
having to ask its investors whether it should prepare a
report to see if McCarthyist viewpoint discrimination is a
bad idea,” said Scott Shepard, FEP coordinator at the
National Center for Public Policy Research. “Apple is
either unaware or unwilling to admit that it is fighting
tooth and nail to keep open its option to revisit the dark

old days of blacklisting and the sort of viewpoint discrimination that hobbles civil society. We had hoped for better
from a corporation that ran a Super Bowl ad more than 30
years ago warning of exactly these perils.”
The current state of Silicon Valley harkens back to “the
McCarthy Era,” when government and private industry
“blacklisted” those with minority political viewpoints,
costing them their jobs and their livelihoods. Major
political, media, and literary figures rallied against
McCarthyism, with the result that the American people
reached a broad consensus that discrimination in
employment on the grounds of political viewpoint was
beyond the pale. Recently, though, that consensus has
weakened, especially in Apple’s own Silicon Valley, where
instances of viewpoint discrimination in employment have
begun to appear again, along with an increasing sense of
the pervasiveness and dangers of such discrimination.
In prior eras, discrimination was largely aimed against
Communists or those on the far left of the American
political spectrum. These days the bias is aimed toward
the right. But this time the blacklist doesn’t threaten only
those with fringe beliefs. Mainstream right–of–center
conservatives are being “deplatformed,” harassed, driven
to silence — and even driven out of their jobs and
educational opportunities — throughout the educational
and technology worlds.
FEP’s proposal asks Apple to allow shareholders to
vote on whether to prepare a report on the potential risks
that arise from failing to prohibit viewpoint discrimination. It notes:
Companies with inclusive policies are better able to
recruit the most talented employees from a broad labor
pool, resolve complaints internally to avoid costly litigation or reputational damage, and minimize employee
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turnover. Moreover, inclusive policies contribute to more
efficient human capital management by eliminating the
need to maintain different policies in different locations.
In response, Apple petitioned the SEC asking that it be
allowed to remove FEP’s proposal. Apple claimed that its
current anti–discrimination policy, which provides no
protections for those with differing political views, is good
enough, and that shareholders had already demonstrated
their comfort with a company culture that does not protect
employees’ freedom of opinion.
“Apple’s effort to block our shareholder resolution is
part of a continued pattern of the tech giant’s anti–
conservative bias,” said FEP Director Justin Danhof, the
author of the shareholder proposal. “Last year, we asked
Apple’s board to consider expanding the viewpoint
diversity of its monolithically liberal set of directors, but
the company steadfastly refused. At that same shareholder meeting, an audience member told company CEO
Tim Cook about her close friend who works at Apple and
who lives in fear of retribution every single day because
she happens to be a conservative. What she described was
the textbook definition of a hostile work environment. So
we filed a resolution seeking to protect such employees.
Now Apple’s leadership is essentially saying it wants to
retain the right to punish employees for conservative
thought.”
“This discrimination has no place in American
workplaces, colleges, communications platforms, or
American life generally. It’s just as wrong now as it was in
the 1950s, no matter who it victimizes,” said Shepard.
“Most of us learned about the horrors of McCarthyism as
we grew up, but now Apple’s leaders seem to have
forgotten the lesson. The SEC should reject Apple’s
embarrassing and tin–eared opposition to our proposal.
We hope and trust that the shareholders will be able to
remind Apple that the company was once a place that
fostered and protected free thought and expression.”
Launched in 2007, the National Center’s Free Enterprise Project focuses on shareholder activism and the
confluence of big government and big business. Over the
past four years alone, FEP representatives have participated in over 100 shareholder meetings — advancing
free–market ideals about health care, energy, taxes,
subsidies, regulations, religious freedom, food policies,
media bias, gun rights, workers’ rights and other important public policy issues.
As the leading voice for conservative–minded investors, it annually files more than 90 percent of all right–of–
center shareholder resolutions. Dozens of liberal organizations, however, annually file more than 95 percent of all
policy–oriented shareholder resolutions and continue to
exert undue influence over corporate America.
FEP activity has been covered by media outlets
including “The New York Times,” “The Washington
Post0,” “USA Today,” the Associated Press, Bloomberg,
and The Drudge Report.
Earlier this year, “Investor’s Business Daily” published
an op–ed by Danhof regarding the capitulation of
Amazon, Facebook and Alphabet to liberal diversity
pushers.
The National Center for Public Policy Research,
founded in 1982, is a non–partisan, free–market, independent conservative think–tank. Ninety–four percent of its
support comes from individuals, less than four percent
from foundations and less than two percent from corporations. It receives over 350,000 individual contributions a
year from over 60,000 active recent contributors. Contributions are tax–deductible and may be earmarked for the
Free Enterprise Project.
Follow us on Twitter at @NationalCenter for general
announcements.
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By Eustace Fernsby
press@fedee.com
FedEE Press Office
The verge of an all–important general election, that will
determine how the UK will leave the European Union, is
perhaps a good time to reflect on why the UK got itself into
its current, tragic mess.
The result of the referendum vote in June 2016 has
never been truly explained. But with the benefit of
hindsight can we now explain it? Was it a momentary
surge of negativity, or a growing disquiet about the
European Union? What were the real issues that led to the
outcome? How important was the now well–evidenced
intervention of Russian digital “trolls” in its outcome?
The Federation of International Employers (FedEE)
has been looking back at newspaper reports and opinion
polls over the first half of 2016. These confirm that the “no
vote” clearly had an edge in the campaign. But, of course,
now we know that this was because more money — openly
and covertly — was actually being thrown at this objective
than at the “remain” vote. The “remain” camp also suffered
from a high level of complacency and few of the consequences of being outside the EU — which have since
emerged — were brought into in the various campaign
debates.
By far the most powerful approach to analyzing this
period has come from looking at internet search behavior
during the run up to the vote. This reveals that interest in
the EU was not something that built up during the months
leading to the vote, but only appeared during the month of
the vote itself. There was a rise in interest for “bureaucracy,” the “common market” and “EU budget” in the last
few days before the vote. However, many of the issues that
might have been expected were not present — these
include an interest in “independence,” “democracy,”
“asylum seeker,” “trade tariffs,” “national pride,” “Queen
and country” and being “British.”
What was also evident, but only during the referendum
month, was a concern for “immigrants,” “foreigners” and
specific ethnic groups. These were the “Polish,” “Portuguese” and “Pakistanis” — but not any other nationals.
Thus, immigration was a big issue, but only immigrants
from two particular EU countries and also one non–EU
country. There also seemed to be some confusion about
what the vote was most fundamentally about. For

instance, although there was a sharp rise in interest for
the terms “leave” and “remain”, there was also for the term
“join”. Perhaps, therefore, many voters did not know the
UK was already a member of the EU?
There is little sign of any concern for “jobs” or “loss of
jobs” among voters, although interest in “house prices” was
high. Neither was the vote seen to be overtly political, as
searches for the main parties did not surge. Many of those
who were undecided may have been searching for a way to
use their vote as a strong interest in “protest vote” was
confined to the referendum month.
Finally, we now know that there was a huge social–
media intervention from Russia, both on the eve and day of
the referendum. The source of this was heavily disguised,
although the second most common month (during the last
15 years in the UK) to search for “Russian” was in the
referendum month. Could many of the voters have
suspected the source of this last–minute influence, without
having any direct evidence of it? We shall never finally
know.
According to Robin Chater, the secretary–general of the

FedEE: “The UK referendum on EU membership was not
just a huge turning point for the British economy (from
which it will never recover) but also for the economic
fortunes and political power balances around the world.
What we can now understand is that the vote was not the
consequence of a progressive build–up of concern about the
European Union, or even about British patriotism, but a
last–minute decision by a confused and uninformed
population, largely being tipped into a negative vote by
external influences. It is also clear, as I am a British
citizen, that those living outside the country were excluded
from the vote. I, for one, was repeatedly ignored when I
applied for a postal vote. The votes of expatriates could
well have tipped the balance on the referendum day — a
factor which itself deserves investigation.”
l What is FedEE?
The FedEE is a leading corporate membership organization for multinational companies. It was founded in
1998, with financial assistance from the European
Commission. Today, it is an independent body with
corporate members all around the globe.

Clarence Zarnes appointed to serve as a Florida Realtors director for 2020
ST. CLOUD — Crosby and Associates Inc. real–estate agent Clarence Zarnes has earned the distinction of being
appointed to serve on the Florida Realtors panel of directors for 2020.
He was appointed by 2019 Orlando Regional Realtors Association (ORRA) President–Elect Reese Steward and is one
of 52 directors selected for the year.
As a director, Zarnes will attend conferences in January and August to vote on behalf of ORRA members on matters
that pertain to Realtors statewide.
Zarnes adds this achievement to several other distinctions over the past year.
Under ORRA he has served as a Commercial Operations Council Member, a Global Committee Member, and a
Professional Development Committee member. He has been appointed to serve the Professional Development Committee
again next year, and hopes to continue his service with the Global Committee in the coming year as well.
He is also active with the state association. His activities with Florida Realtors include membership on the Attainable/
Workforce Housing Committee and the Land Use, Property Rights, and Sustainable Development Committee.
In 2020, Zarnes will serve on the Professional Development Committee and the Global Business Committee with the
state association. He will add to that service, a position on the Education Committee through the Realtors Land Institute.
“Service has been a passion for much of my life, so naturally I’m honored to be selected to be among the ORRA
directors for 2020,” he said. “Over the years I have served in the military and on related groups and committees, which
has empowered me to take active leadership roles in real estate, where I can devote my time and experience to seeking
favorable outcomes for the people I represent. I am excited about the potential for positive change in the coming year, and
I look forward to serving my fellow Realtors.”
Carol Platt, broker associate at Crosby and Associates’ St. Cloud office where Zarnes works, said, “Clarence shows a
commitment to community that is evident in his record of service and leadership. His experience in leadership roles as
well as his industry experience puts him in the perfect position to understand the unique issues that face members of our
profession. His expertise and thoughtful nature will make him an excellent representative for Florida Realtors in 2020.”
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Vendors and performers representing the diverse global
community at Florida Tech and beyond are encouraged to
apply to participate in the university’s 14th Annual
International Festival happening Sunday, Feb. 16.
Held from 12–4 p.m. on Panther Plaza on the Florida
Tech campus in Melbourne, the festival offers food and
drink, unique merchandise, live entertainment and
information–filled display booths representing nations and
cultures from around the world.
Organizers are looking for cultural performers, cultural
displays, cultural food vendors, and cultural retail goods
vendors. Special consideration will be given to vendors
selling cultural/folkloric wares and to not–for–profit service
organizations. Only handmade and homemade crafts may
be offered for sale at the event.
The application deadline for cultural entertainers,
displays/booths, and food and retail vendors is Jan. 10.
Also needed are high school students willing to
volunteer for up to 10 hours of community service.
Participants in the previous festival included the
Shik Shak Belly Dance Club, Florida Tech student
associations from Africa, the Caribbean, Oman, India,
Latin America and Saudi Arabia, and cultural performers
from the community, such as accordion player Klaus Kolb,
St. Katharine’s Grecian Odyssey Dancers, Melbourne
Capoeira and Panama Suenos y Tradiciones.
Many of those student associations, and other Florida
Tech and community groups, presented cultural displays,
as well, including those representing Brazil, Iraq, Oman,
the United Arab Emirates, Jordan, Korea, Taiwan, Iraq,
Saudi Arabia, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Qatar, the United
States and China.
Vendors provided food from Africa, the Caribbean,
Mexico, India, France, Colombia, Thailand and the
Mediterranean.
Sponsors of the 14th Annual International Festival are
the Florida Tech Office of International Student & Scholar
Services, Florida Tech Office of Business and Retail
Operations, and WFIT 89.5 FM.
Participation forms and more information are available
at www.fit.edu/international–student–and–scholar–
services/.

Kiwanis Eau Gallie/Suntree Club awarded
a $7,500 grant from the Binz Foundation
The Kiwanis Eau Gallie/Suntree Club was recently
awarded a grant for $7,500 from the Margaret Binz
Foundation Inc. to enable the club to continue its work
with “Kid’s Closets” in local Title 1 schools.
The program recognizes the need to have clean clothing
available in Brevard’s public elementary schools. Kid’s
Closets in the school clinics are kept stocked with new
underwear and other items of clothing.
The club also supports schools’ educational programs by
supplying dictionaries and extra incentive reading
materials to third–graders.
In addition to local schools, the Kiwanis Eau Gallie/
Suntree Club reaches out to help the Women’s Center,
Devereux, Boys and Girls Club, The Haven and other
organizations.
“The local Kiwanis Club is very grateful to the Margaret R. Binz Foundation Inc. for its generous gift.”
The club meets at 6 p.m. on the first and third Tuesdays at Beef Brady’s in Satellite Beach. Visitors are
welcome. For more information about the club, call Ilona
Mettala at (321) 777–8313.
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The Tulip Restaurant & Lounge
Continued from page 12
pamper the customers with service, and the food is really
good and the atmosphere is pleasing.”
The menu includes hand–cut steaks, fresh local
seafood, homemade desserts, and an extensive wine list.
“Our menu is simple and fresh,” she said. “For instance,
we have two to three fresh fish choices daily. Nothing is
prepackaged or frozen. We buy fresh fish in season, and we
portion the fish ourselves. Right now, swordfish and mahi
are in season. And our customers love salmon. The fish
selections at The Tulip are some of our most popular
entrees on the menu.”
Near its outdoor patio area, is a small garden. The
Colzanis grow some of the vegetables and herbs that are
used in their dishes. “The chefs pick tarragon, basil and
mint and other herbs,” said Tanya Colzani. “We put a lot
of emphasis on fresh–food preparation.”
The Tulip Restaurant’s signature entree is oven–
roasted duckling, a traditional French dish.
“Roast duck is an absolute house favorite,” she said.
“We have prepared it and roasted it the same way all
these years. Everybody loves our roast duck. Another
customer favorite is our escargot. It is wildly popular.”
She added, “Homemade bread pudding is another
customer favorite at The Tulip Restaurant. We’ve been
serving homemade bread pudding for years.”
A growing part of The Tulip Restaurant’s business is
private parties, said Daniel Colzani.
“We have a beautiful facility. We host all types of
private parties and gatherings. We just hosted one for 80
people. We created a personalized menu for the group and
decorated the facility to their liking.”
He added, “We will even rent out the entire restaurant
for an event. More and more people are discovering us for

private functions, which is great. We are equipped to
handle weddings and all types of special events. We
believe The Tulip is a great wedding venue. We can be
very creative giving the customer what they desire.”
The Tulip Restaurant was fully renovated five years
ago. The design theme favors a Tuscan feel. The restaurant can accommodate up to 150 people.
The features of the restaurant include an enclosed
patio dining area and an outdoor fire pit.
The Tulip Restaurant also has a classy bar and a
freestanding floor–to–ceiling wine cooler. The Tulip
Restaurant serves a wide range of wines from different
countries.
This past summer, Daniel Colzani traveled to Santiago,
Chile. “They have some excellent wines. I was impressed.
It’s such a clean country. You don’t see plastic cups and
plastic straws. No plastic bags are allowed.”
Chile became the first Latin American country to ban
plastic bags and other plastic items.
After visiting Santiago, Daniel Colzani and his group
traveled to Argentina, known for its Malbec wines. Malbec
is the signature grape of Argentina.
“We drove through the Andes — 400 kilometers
(248 miles). We had a six–course lunch at 2 p.m. It was
fabulous,” he said.
In addition to hosting private functions at their
restaurant, the Colzanis are heavily involved in catering.
“We have built up our catering operation over the years,”
Tanya Colzani said.
The Tulip Restaurant, for example, does all the
catering for the Indian River Queen, which docks in Cocoa.
“We have been doing all the catering for the Indian
River Queen for the last seven or eight years,” said Tanya

Colzani. “We are the exclusive caterer for the Indian River
Queen. We greatly value that relationship.”
“They offer both public and private cruises,” added
Daniel Colzani, whose restaurant offers gift certificates.
“They host a lot of weddings.”
The Indian River Queen is a triple–deck paddlewheel
boat that takes you back to yesteryear. You can gather
with your friends during a scenic cruise and enjoy relaxing
music and good food.
The Indian River Queen cruises though the Indian
River Lagoon on the Intracoastal Waterway. The Lagoon
is one of the world’s most diverse ecosystems. It is home to
herds of manatees, playful bottlenose dolphins, and a
variety of coastal birds.
“People really enjoy themselves on the Indian River
Queen cruises, and for our restaurant to be the exclusive
caterer is something special,” said Daniel Colzani. “That
business has given The Tulip Restaurant a big lift. We
greatly value our relationship with the Indian River
Queen.”
The Tulip Restaurant will kick off the new year with a
special offering that will be available any day of the week
throughout 2020.
“We will start offering a three–course dinner on Jan. 1.
The customer will have the choice of an appetizer or soup
or salad for the first course, four different entrees to choose
from, and dessert, as well as a complimentary glass of
wine or champagne. The price is $35 per person. We think
that is great value,” said Tanya Colzani, whose restaurant
also offers a full menu.
She added, “We’re looking forward to 2020 — our 39th
year running this restaurant in Cocoa Village. We
welcome people to visit our restaurant.”
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For Lease 111,150 Square Feet
 Located in Free Trade
Zone #136
 394 Parking Places on site
 11,693 - 32,767 sq.ft. available
 Fiber Optics on site
 Recreation Gazebo on site

 Near Airport, L3Harris, I-95
Northrop Grumman, Raytheon
 Dimensions 570 ft z 180 ft
 City Water & Sewer
 Tilt Wall Construction
 100% Fire Sprinkler Coverage
 Zoned Light Industrial
 Truck Dock Loading
 480 Volt power - R22 Insulation

Contact Aaron Anderson
aaron@CIA-developers.com
321-723-3400 ext. 208
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Why sending your workers ‘back
to school’ is good business sense
By Terry Stanton
tstanton@newsandexperts.com
News & Experts
Learning shouldn’t stop when someone earns a diploma
or degree, and that’s especially true in the workplace
where the company’s fate — and an employee’s career —
could rest on the constant thirst to learn and improve.
“Developing a culture of continued education and
continuous improvement is critical if you want to retain
your staff and provide them with advancement opportunities,” says Shawn Burcham, founder and CEO of
PFSbrands and author of “Keeping Score with GRITT:
Straight Talk Strategies for Success.”
Essentially, Burcham says, sending employees “back to
school” is good business, but that doesn’t mean you need to
enroll them in Harvard’s MBA program.
“There’s plenty you can do right within your own doors
and that employees can do on their own,” he says.
A few examples, Burcham says, include:
l Establish in–house training programs. “Many
companies spend thousands of dollars to send their
employees to seminars or conferences,” Burcham says.
“This strategy is fine, but personal growth starts by
training in the workplace.” One example at PFSbrands, he
says, was the creation of a Financial Literacy Committee
that worked to make sure employees were educated about
the financial aspects of the company, helping them to
understand income statements and balance sheets. “This
makes everyone more aware of the challenges involved
with achieving profitability,” Burcham says. “Furthermore,
this education provides everyone an opportunity to see how
they can impact the company’s profitability and enhance
their opportunity for additional income.”
l Encourage everyone to read books for personal
development. “One of my biggest regrets and mistakes in
life is that I didn’t start reading books until age 40,”
Burcham says. Now, he has created a book club at his
company to encourage and incentivize everyone to
continue to grow and learn, and he requires the senior–
leadership team to read a minimum of 12 books a year.
“I’ve seen dozens of people improve their lives as a result of
implementing our book club,” he says.
l Target lifelong learners in recruiting efforts. You can
encourage employees to develop a continuous–improvement mindset, but it’s also possible to find people with that
mindset in the hiring process, Burcham says. “We’ve found
that lifelong learners are a great fit at PFSbrands, so we’ve
developed systems and processes that help us to recruit
these types of individuals,” he says. “Employees who don’t
make an effort to continuously learn and improve will
ultimately find themselves at another company. We train
our leaders to not avoid the critical conversations with
individuals who are not working toward improvement.”
“Despite how many degrees hang on the walls in their
offices, wise leaders are committed to never stop learning,”
Burcham says. “Whether it’s done in–house or at an
industry conference, you owe it to yourself and your
employees to engage in continued education. After all, a
successful company’s growth is dependent on the capabilities of its employees.”
l About Shawn Burcham
Shawn Burcham (www.shawnburcham.com) and his
wife Julie started PFSbrands out of their home in 1998.
Today, the company has over 1,500 branded foodservice
locations across 40 states and is best known for their
Champs Chicken franchise brand which was started in
1999.
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Eastern Florida State College Foundation
Continued from page 13
The $10 per–person ticket for the barbecue will be sold
at the gate the day of the event, or email
Foundation@EasternFlorida.edu. The entrance fee
includes entertainment by the Penny Creek Band, a
contemporary bluegrass band, barbecue team tastings, and
a Kid’s Zone. There will be food trucks and vendors, too.
For the barbecue event, there are slots for 25 competitors. A few slots are still open.
“This year we have more Corporate Challenge Team
competitors than Backyard competitors,” said Kane. “The
difference in the two is the Corporate competitors have a
barbecue team that only competes for the coveted ‘Golden
Pig’ trophy — the People’s Choice award.”
There is a Corporate Challenge Team entry fee and a
regular Team entry fee. For more details on entry fees, call
the Foundation. For additional event information, or to
register online, visit EFSCFoundation.org/bbq.
The Eastern Florida State College Foundation will turn
50 years old in 2021. And the college will be 60 years old in
2020. During that time “it is estimated that 500,000 people
have come in contact with this college, be it through dual–
enrollment, vocational training or other programs, or in
other ways we provide education to students,” said Kriete.
“That is a monster number. They may not have completed
a degree program, but they took courses or some type of
instruction at the college.”
Kriete, who was hired four years ago to lead the
Eastern Florida State College Foundation and has a
master’s degree in nonprofit management from the
University of Central Florida, said her office “is trying hard
to reach out to our graduates and to people who have
attended college here. We are working to create a stronger
bond with them.”
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She added, “Over the next 10 to 15 years, as more and
more Eastern Florida State College students graduate and
enter the job market, I believe the Foundation has a great
opportunity to make some big strides and build more
relationships with our graduates. One of our employees at
the Foundation earned her bachelor’s degree from this
college, and she’s all–in. She’s a Titan.”
The Foundation is having an uplifting year, said Kriete,
who has worked in development for the last eight years.
“We’re having a record year. Our large portfolio, which is
about 98 percent restricted funds, is now up to $23 million.
Restricted funds are dedicated for certain scholarships and
certain college programs. We have a lot of programs under
the umbrella of the Foundation.”
There were some “new tax changes that may have
impacted giving, but we haven’t seen that this year. We
seem to be holding our own in the giving arena,” she said.
Amid a complex climate for charitable giving, American
individuals, bequests, foundations, and corporations gave
an estimated $427.7 billion to U.S. charities in 2018,
according to a comprehensive report published by the
Giving USA Foundation. Adjusted for inflation, total giving
declined 1.7 percent in 2018.
The public–policy environment likely influenced some
donors’ behavior, the report said. One important shift in
the 2018 giving landscape is the drop in the number of
individuals and households who itemize various types of
deductions on their tax returns.
This shift came in response to the federal tax–policy
change that doubled the standard deduction. More than
45 million households itemized deductions in 2016, the
report said.
Numerous studies suggest that number may have
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dropped to roughly 16 million to 20 million households in
2018, reducing an incentive for charitable giving.
In October, Kriete’s Foundation hosted the sixth annual
Golf Classic that raises money for scholarships. It was a
big success. “We had a full field of players. We raised
$80,000, which was exciting. We have some great corporate sponsors that support our events on a yearly basis and
are committed to Eastern Florida State College. That is a
blessing,” she said.
The corporate sponsors for the Golf Classic included
Community Credit Union, Flammio Financial Group,
BRPH, M.H. Williams Construction Group, AJAX,
Am–Ko, RZK Architects, Boys Electric, Health First,
Addition Financial, and Ivey’s Construction.
“The Eastern Florida State College golf team helps with
the Golf Classic,” said Kane. “They do a great job with that
event.”
Following the golf tournament, players enjoyed dinner
at Suntree Country Club before the awards ceremony,
which was also a chance to celebrate the EFSC’s achievements since the Scholarship Golf Classic began in 2014.
One way in which people can support the Foundation is
by contributing to the Titan Fund, which was launched in
2016. The long–term goal is to build the Titan Fund into a
$1 million endowment. The Foundation has raised roughly
$200,000.
Once it reaches $1 million, the Foundation will have in
perpetuity the funds to support first–generation students
attending college.
Donations of any size — $20, $200 or $2,000 — will
help strengthen the Titan Fund and increase the
Foundation’s giving power. “We are thankful for the
support we receive,” said Kriete.
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FrogBones Family Shooting Center
Continued from page 1
community. For example, it supports small businesses in
Brevard by being a vendor for their products and services.
Quentin Carter, a disabled military veteran, worked for
FrogBones Family Shooting Center since before it opened.
“I worked for the Andrés for almost five years,” said Carter,
who also worked overseas for many years as a security
contractor.
“Then I got the opportunity to start my own business
(Blackout Customs) about a year ago. The Andrés have
been very supportive of my venture. They have helped me
a lot.”
Blackout Customs in Melbourne provides Cerakote
ceramic coatings for firearms, and much more. Cerakote is
often used for customization of high–performance goods,
including firearms, sunglasses, watches, and automotive
parts. The coating is unlike anything on the market and
can be applied to metal, composites, plastics, and more,
said Carter.
“Whether it’s a firearm or just about anything else —
cups, coolers, sunglasses — we can put a protective coating
on it,” he said.
“We do custom design work, too. We greatly value our
relationship with FrogBones. Being the biggest and best
store of its kind in the county, a customer can purchase a
firearm from FrogBones and have it customized. If the type
of customizing the customer wants is not available at
FrogBones, it’s available at Blackout Customs.”
FrogBones Family Shooting Center generates revenue
from range fees, retail firearm and accessories sales,
memberships, instructional training and courses, and
other areas of its operation.
“From an overall revenue standpoint, I believe we are
running fairly constant,” said Ed André, a U.S. Marine
Corps veteran who served in Vietnam. “We continue to
ramp up and invest in inventory. The store has a large
inventory of products and accessories.”
He said he chose the name “FrogBones” in honor of
U.S. Navy frogmen, also known as “combat divers.” The
U.S. Navy SEALS trace their origins to this group who
served during World War II and the Korean War. “As a
kid, I always wanted to join the Navy and be a frogman.”
André earned his bachelor’s degree in electrical
engineering from East Tennessee State University and
worked for Harris Corp., now L3 Harris. He cofounded
André–Troner LC in the mid–1990s, a firm positioned in
the patent–licensing field, and traveled worldwide.
Also on the FrogBones site is the full–service Double
Tapp Grill. The two complexes — the shooting range and
the restaurant — total about 14,000 square feet.
To better accommodate customers’ parking needs, the
Andrés acquired some additional property. Not long after
opening FrogBones Family Shooting Center, they purchased three single–family homes behind their facility,
razed them, and built a sizable parking lot. It created more
parking for restaurant customers and shooting–range
guests.
“The restaurant is faring well. We host a lot of different
groups,” said Jessica André, whose businesses employs 35
to 40 people.
Ethan Sansoni, the internet sales and marketing
director at FrogBones Family Shooting Center, says
Double Tapp Grill has built a client base of dedicated
customers.
“The Andrés could have used that space to make
FrogBones larger. They could have maximized the square
footage for firearm sales. But they wanted to create an
experience and one of the things that tends to get overlooked is the experience that Double Tapp Grill adds to
FrogBones.”
He continued, “There are a lot of people who come to
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this location to just eat our food, which I believe is amazing, and are probably not interested in firearms. But you
never know, a couple of months later they might find
themselves taking an introduction to firearms class.”
FrogBones Family Shooting Center is a volume retailer
of firearms, representing a host of national manufacturers,
as well as local firms such as Diamondback Firearms and
KelTec, both headquartered in Cocoa. “We try to support
the local manufacturers as much as we can and carry their
products in our store,” said Tim Wolfenbarger, FrogBones
Family Shooting Center manager.
The store has a wide range of products that can be put
under the tree as Christmas gifts. It has diverse offerings
of firearms and ammo, knives and scopes, clothing, and eye
and ear protection devices. There are holsters and other
accessories, too. Many of the items can be purchased
online. “We have a great selection of holiday gifts, including all types of firearms in various price segments,” said
Kevin Sebastian, store manager at FrogBones Family
Shooting Center.
Firearm sales at the store are a pillar of the business.
“We got a gun in last year called the P356 (a Sig Sauer
pistol),” said Sansoni.
“It was wildly popular. We sold about 2,000 of them
through this store, of which 1,000 were shipped around the
nation. We ship guns to every state, including Hawaii and
Alaska. So I get excited about the FrogBones name. The
brand is bigger than just Brevard. I get the best view of
that because of the audience I deal with in my position
with the store.”
Sansoni said he interacts with the online customers
through various types of messaging.
“Some days, there may be as many as 80 interactions
with online customers. There is a very large awareness of
FrogBones. There is a national awareness of our brand,
which is really impressive because this business is only
five years old. People around the nation who have an
interest in firearms know about us.”
Wolfenbarger says his store sells “from 30 to well over
100 firearms a day. We are a Sig Sauer Elite Dealer. I
believe there are 50 such dealers in the nation. Sig Sauer
Elite Dealers are the ‘best–of–the–best.’ We have a ‘store–
within–a–store’ format for Sig Sauer firearms. Being an
Elite Dealer means we have great prices on our products
and we get first choice as far as inventory for Sig Sauer
firearms.”
This past year, FrogBones Family Shooting Center sold
more Sig Sauer suppressors than all such retail outlets in
the state of Texas combined. The company itself provided
that information to FrogBones Family Shooting Center,
said Wolfenbarger.
“That’s quite a feat for this one privately owned,
standalone store. I don’t have the exact number of Sig
Sauer suppressor sales. Can you quote ‘a lot’? We sold a
ton of them.”
A survey by the Pew Research Center finds that
Americans have broad exposure to guns, whether they
personally own one or not. At least two–thirds have lived
in a household with a gun at some point in their lives. And
roughly seven–in–10, including 55 percent of those who
have never personally owned a gun, say they have fired a
gun at some point.
Today, three–in–10 U.S. adults say they own a gun, and
an additional 36 percent say that while they don’t own one
now, they might be open to owning one in the future.
Among women who grew up in gun–owning households
and who have ever shot a gun, the average age at which
they first fired a gun is 17, according to a Pew Research
Center survey.
Men tend to become gun owners at an earlier age than
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women: 19 years old, on average, vs. 27 years old for
women.
Since it opened, FrogBones Family Shooting Center has
seen a surge in women taking interest in firearms training,
and much more. “A large number of our guests are new
shooters, and the majority of them are women,” said
Wolfenbarger. “Many of them are just starting to learn
about firearms. We have instructional courses that cater to
women.”
He continued, “No less than three days a week we
provide training, whether it’s introduction for new shooters
or conducting CCW (concealed carry weapon) classes,
which is the majority of our training, all the way to
advanced instruction. We do some events outdoors as well,
so people can shoot rifles and have a different experience,
as opposed to the indoor range.”
Sebastian said women comprise “at least 50 percent of
our business at the ranges. We have nights just for women
and the ranges are packed. It’s a great thing for us. We’ve
created an environment where women want to come to
learn about firearms, and not be afraid to ask questions.”
He added, “We walk them through the process. We
have fulltime range safety officers on duty seven days a
week, from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m., which are our busiest hours.
If someone needs assistance, the range safety officers are
there to help. Everything we do revolves around safety.
The range safety officers are former military and retired
law enforcement officers.”
Data from the Pew Research Center shows that one–
in–five women owned a gun in 2017, the year with the
most recent ownership figures.
The most popular gun owned by women in America is
the Glock 43, according to The Well–Armed Woman survey
conducted in 2018. The Well–Armed Woman has chapters
across the nation. According to the survey, “The Glock 43
takes the top spot from the Smith & Wesson Shield, which
has held the No. 1 position in the survey for the last three
years.”
In addition to being a retail gun seller, FrogBones
Family Shooting Center has gunsmithing capabilities.
“We have added a ‘Build–A–Bear’ area, so to speak, for
AR. If a customer wants a new part for their AR, we can
facilitate building it. If a customer wants to have it
custom–coated to a certain color or design, we can send it
to Quentin Carter and his team at Blackout Customs,”
said Sebastian.
To create FrogBones Family Shooting Center, the
Andrés purchased an existing facility. M.H. Williams
Construction Group was the general contractor and Liz
Harris of Designers West Interiors was the project’s
interior designer.
Sansoni was onboard with the venture “when it was a
top–secret warehouse project. We renovated an old
building at the site. We couldn’t tell anyone what we were
going to build there.”
He added, “Those were some interesting days, getting
the property ready for the launch of FrogBones and the
next phase, which was hiring the M.H Williams Construction Group to build the facility, and then working with a
company called Action Target to install the range.”
Sansoni said Ed André had two options when it came to
installing the range.
“He could pay some company to install the range or we
could to it ourselves and save some money. And Ed is a do–
it–yourselfer.” Sansoni added, “So we took 10 guys who
had never built a gun range before and did the work. We
were led by one supervisor who did have experience
building a gun range. Everything worked out. It was a very
interesting project. We’re proud of what we have built for
the community.”
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